1. This walk starts from the forest entrance gate on St Catherine’s Hill.

2. Walk around the side of the gate and follow the gravel track into the woods.

3. Follow the track around to the right.

4. Keep following the gravel track.

5. Keep following the gravel track past the big pylon.

6. Turn left down a gravel forest track. This is just before the open area near the road.

Terrain and Surface: A couple of short, steeper slopes. Muddy in places (wellies advised after rain and during winter)
Toilets: No
Seating: Log bench at one mile
Refreshments: Nearby Mortimer shops
Parking: A couple of spaces next to the gate or street parking in Mortimer
7. Follow the gravel track around to the left.

8. Continue along the track down a slight slope.

9. Take a sharp left turn down a path into the trees. This takes you towards the pond.

10. Follow the path down the slope to the pond. The surface can be muddy here.

11. Enjoy a view of the pond!

12. Continue along the path up the slope.

13. Continue up a short steeper slope, bearing right towards the top.

14. Walk along the path between the gorse bushes at the top of the slope.

15. You will soon reach an open area.

16. At the edge of the clearing is a log bench for you to perch and have a rest.

17. Continue past the log bench and turn right onto the main track.

18. To complete this walk, head back along the track to the gates exiting onto St Catherine’s Hill.

For more information on walking routes, visit our website: www.englefieldestate.co.uk/community/outreach

Join Englefield Estate online: follow us on Twitter @EnglefieldUK, Facebook/EnglefieldEstate or Instagram @Englefield_Estate. Sharing photos of your walk? #EnglefieldEstate